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Abstract 
Consider all the features of subset information in video streaming there is a tremendous processes with real time 

applications. In this paper we introduce and develop a new video surveillance system. Using this technique we 

detect human normal and exponential behaviors in realistic format, and also we categories data event generation 

of human tracking in real time applications. In this technique we apply differencing, threshold segmentation, 

morphological operations and object tracking. The experimental result show efficient human tracking in video 

streaming operations.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Image processing is one of the major key 

specification in real time applications for detecting  

normal and abnormal behavior of each user in video 

streaming. Real time object detection is critical issue 

in embedded applications such as security 

surveillance and  visual tracking operations. In this 

scenario moving object detection is the further 

process after object can be categorized with 

classification in real time application development. 

Performing these classifications efficiently we need 

to develop a more extractive application event 

generator in way of modulation of video angles with 

semantic feature generation. In this scenario the main 

challenge is to detect objects in convenient time 

interval without using any special hardware 

specifications in image processing and consuming a 

lot resources for development of this detection 

mechanism efficiently. In this scenario of object 

categorization in event processing there is a 

mechanism for event process with development of 

object detection categorization problems efficiently. 

One of the major effective techniques is background 

subtraction technique.  

 
Figure 1: Back ground subtraction process for 

object categorization. 

 

The above figure show efficient process for 

object categorization in real time video streaming. In 

this process input as streams in video generation and 

differentiating each video frame with constitute 

process on object and then finding threshold for 

tracking objects in real time formation of human 

moving in processing states. It often derived on event 

process generation of each image processed by the 

object categorization. When a new image is captured, 

the difference between the image and background 

model is computed for moving object detection. 

Unfortunately, the derivation of the model is complex 

and computationally expensive. Like background 

subtraction technique alternative other approaches are 

introduced for performing these type of human object 

tracking activities effectively. This categorization can 

develop most of existing approaches for moving 

object detection are computationally heavy and 

subject to large delays, adversely affecting the 

performance of real-time surveillance. In this paper 

we introduce to develop a new video surveillance 

system model for detecting human categorization 

effectively.  

Moving object detection is widely used in real 

time application development used in surveillance 

process generation such as transportation with 

security systems and video monitoring systems 

efficiently.  Moving object detection is the main 

challenge in real time visualization system 

applications.  Edge localization is one of the key 

technique for detect object categorization efficiently. 

Gradient map images are initially generated from the 

input and background images using a gradient 

operator. The gradient difference map is then 

calculated from gradient map images. The moving 

object is then detected by using appropriate 

directional masking and thresholding. Previously 

above consider techniques were introduced with 

semantic and other proposal works with sequential 

object categorization in real time video surveillance 
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data event generation. For doing object categorization 

efficiently there is a tremendous progress in human 

body replacement process generation. In this paper 

we propose to develop a new video surveillance 

system model for detecting objects in related data 

event generation. This system derives both normal 

and abnormal behavior of the human in any event 

generation occurs in real time data generation for 

accessing outdoor and other surveillance aspects 

present in human tracking in live streaming 

operations. For example , consider movie process in 

real time applications the human can move with 

semantic and other mutual event in normal behavior, 

if the same person can do any unnecessary things 

presented video processing there is a problem when 

sensor activitation in between event generation in real 

time data processing in every object categorization. 

These event are generated when human can perform 

unnecessary actions in video surveillance process. In 

normal content of human body con move with 

realistic data event generation, whenever the same 

person can perform abnormal behavior in video 

surveillance data event processing with unwanted 

things there is a realistic generation in process states. 

The overall behavior of these techniques can be 

discussed in experimental setup and proposed process 

generation in real time applications for detecting 

moving objects. Existing technologies of moving 

object detections does not give a normal and 

abnormal behavior of the users in realistic data event 

generation. Our proposed new video surveillance 

system process a domestic behavior of the event 

processing in moving object categorization. Our 

experimental result show efficient process in moving 

object categorization in video surveillance.  

 

II. MOTIVATION 
Existing video surveillance technologies are 

performed efficient processing in object 

categorization. But these techniques applied when the 

video surveillance processing is in normal data 

processing in video streaming in data activation. 

Using these techniques we didn’t detect unnecessary 

things in human body and other perspective 

simulations in data processing in video surveillance 

in conferencing data event progress. There is no 

automatic technique for detecting unnecessary event 

processing and other things efficiently in processing 

data in other progressions. So an automatic technique 

was required for detecting suspicious activities of the 

user in real time application development. The 

automatic approach to analyze and detect suspicious 

behavior will help to quickly and efficiently detect 

any such abnormal activity and may even provide 

warning before the occurrence of any big casualty. If 

any sensor activations are activated in video 

surveillance when unnecessary things were 

performed in data event generation in processing 

other progressing in commercial event progression. 

This type of activities can give realistic data event 

generation in data progression for accessing 

unnecessary and unwanted things efficiently in 

processing video surveillance accurately. In this 

event generation there is a progression of commercial 

event activation in data progressive event generation 

when other users behave unnecessary and other 

progressive tracking of video sequences.   

 

III. REVIEW OF METHODS 
In this section we describe different 

methodologies for detecting object detection in real 

time application development progression event 

processing. Initially frame subtraction method was 

proposed for detecting object categorization. 

Widyawan Muhammad proposed an adaptive motion 

detection algorithm using frame subtraction process 

generation in event categorization and other 

progression events in data processing in video 

streaming with realistic data progression. Frame 

difference method uses specific technique to choose 

specific technique to choose which reference image is 

used for motion detection. The technique is known as 

Template matching, in this technique there is two 

semantic and feature methods were proposed to 

develop unnecessary actions in real time application 

development of data processing in moving objects. If 

template matching is successfully completed this 

event progression is recover with data event 

generation.  

 

 
Figure 2: (a) Static template detection in video 

surveillance (b) Dynamic video surveillance in 

other features in realistic object categorization. 

 

Template matching can be perform above 

process for detecting object categorization and 
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detecting moving object event generation in real time 

data processing in commercial event generation of 

progressive application environment. This method 

was difficult to obtain a complete outline of moving 

object. To detect moving objects in dynamic adaptive 

background subtraction techniques were have been 

developed.  

 
Figure 3: Motion flow methodology event 

generation. 

 

Optical flow is a method used for estimating 

motion of objects across a series of frames. The 

method is based on an assumption which states that 

points on the same object location (therefore the 

corresponding pixel values) have constant brightness 

over time. Optical flow can be said to have two 

components, normal flow and parallel flow. Deval 

Jansari and Sankar Parner were proposed an optical 

flow method in real time data progression in 

commercial event in moving object categorization. In 

this method each and every subsequent frames I(x, 

y,t) and I(x, y,t + Δt) are subtracted and the 

thresholding is applied on the difference frame to get 

the region of changes. This method was faced a 

problem on a large quantity of calculation, sensitivity 

to noise, poor anti-noise performance in real time. 

 
Figure 4: Algorithm for Background Modeling 

Method. 

Background propagation method  includes all the 

frames for computation. In this method all the pixel 

intensities for each and every frame are computed to 

get background frame. Unfortunately despite its mass 

distribution and wide spread around the world, 

coconut harvesting is still done without proper safety 

measures which can lead to serious casualties. It 

takes difference between reference image and current 

image so accurate and sensitive. In this paper, we 

discuss a new surveillance system model for 

detecting moving object based on background 

subtraction method. This method is more accurate 

and sensitive than other two methods. 

 

IV. VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM 
As Americans have grown increasingly 

comfortable with traditional surveillance cameras. A 

new, far more powerful generation is being quietly 

deployed that can track every vehicle and person 

across an area the size of a small city, for several 

hours at a time. Although these cameras can’t read 

license plates or see faces, they provide such a wealth 

of data that police, businesses and even private 

individuals can use them to help identify people and 

track their movements. 

 
Figure 5: Video surveillance system procedure for 

detecting object categorization. 

 

As shown in the figure 5, we describe the 

efficient process generation in tracking and detecting 

moving objects in realistic data event generation. 

These results are accessed with following sequence 

steps for detecting object categorization in real time 

video surveillance process. This technique gives 

efficient processing for detecting abnormal behavior 

in streaming process generation in commercial event 

accessing in data aggregation progression. This is 

done on the sole basis of the noisy and potentially 

incomplete silhouettes that can realistically be 

extracted from images of cluttered scenes acquired by 

a moving camera. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The above video surveillance process accessing 

in data event progression in video data streaming and 

detect object categorization in real time data event 

data generation. Video surveillance system 

applications are assumed to detect real process events 

in data progression of every movement in human 
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categorization. Procedure for accessing services in 

object categorization for data progression as follows: 

Input: Video Streaming 

Output: Object Tracking process when abnormal 

behavior accessing. 

Step1: Video input from webcam or real time 

video camera’s 

Step 2: Frame extraction in each image with 

semantic data progression. 

Step 3: Compare frames with other feature 

development of background image compressed 

process.  

Step 4: Centroid calculation for each image 

progression in real time video sequences. 

Step 5: Fore ground image extraction with 

comparison of the data process. 

Step 6: Object tracking with semantic relations of 

the image comparison with background and fore 

ground image extraction. 

Step7: Activity analysis of all the realistic data 

event generation in video conferences. 

Step 8: If any unnecessary things were occurred 

in video data object categorization. 

Step 9: Object tracking with activity process in 

each video surveillance system. 

  

Algorithm 1: Video streaming procedure for 

detecting moving object analysis. 

 

We capture two consecutive frames, i.e. frame N 

and frame N+1. The time interval between these two 

frames is limited by the delay for moving object 

detection of our algorithm. A new frame cannot be 

fetched till the process of moving object detection is 

completed for the previously fetched frames. We 

convert each of these frames to gray scale. We 

subtract frame N from frame N+1, to generate the 

difference image. We run Sobel filtering on the 

difference image in order to remove noise and to 

detect the edges. In addition, we perform mean or 

median filtering to take care of potential speckle 

noise. This technique marks the positions of the 

moving object in frame N and N+1. Thus, if the 

moving object is fast, the distance between these 

marked areas is larger and vice versa. As a result, it 

takes a little under 0.06 seconds per spatiotemporal 

template per video frame on a 2.8 GHz PC. Since we 

use 432 such templates, it takes 25 seconds to process 

a frame. This is admitted not particularly fast but 

adequate to demonstrate feasibility, which is our 

goal. 

Furthermore, since the current technique could 

be significantly speeded up by using a Gavrila like 

template hierarchy, we do not see any theoretical 

obstacle to ultimately incorporating it into a practical 

real world application. Note that the subjects move 

closer or further so that their apparent scale changes 

and turn so that the angle from which they are seen 

also varies. All the templates in our database are 

rendered from virtual cameras that are positioned at  

 
Figure 6: Flow chart process for detecting moving 

object categorization. 

 

1.20m from the ground level, so that optimal results 

can be expected when the camera is at that height. 

However, our algorithm is very robust with respect to 

camera position. 

 

Table 1: Binary subtraction for moving object 

detection. 

 

To detect a moving object using two consecutive 

frames, we aim to find every pixel that is 1 in the 

present frame, but 0 in the previous frame as shown 

in Table 1. In this way, we only include the moving 

object edges detected in the current frame, i.e., frame 

N+1. 

In summary, our method detects people in the 

target posture with a very low error rate. The few 

false positives still correspond to people but at 

somewhat inaccurate scales or orientations. 

Advantages regarding our proposed approach process 

as follows: 

• Less costing  

Frame(N) Frame(N+1) Pixel classified as part 

of moving object 

representation 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 0 

1 1 0 
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• Continuous inspection  

• Multiple view of same place  

 

 
Figure 7: Background subtraction methodology 

with sequential event processing. 

 

• Night vision Ability  

• Fast and accurate detection  

While this paper focuses on pure detection, it is 

therefore clear that the performance of our algorithm 

could be further increased by simple spatio-temporal 

filtering of several consecutive detections. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
It will help to find the moving object perfectly in 

the approved manner and can be achieved with high 

accuracy and reliability.  To minimize or avoid the 

problems approaching in moving object detection, we 

use threshold method to detect moving object, 

background initialization. This method has also a 

very good effect on the elimination of noise and 

shadow, and be able to extract the complete and 

accurate picture of moving human body. Our 

experimental results show efficient processing in 

object categorization in sufficient process in real time 

video streaming process generation in comments 

generated with subsequent result analysis. 
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